only to Melville's own shift from prose to poetry in the later decades of his life, but also to other imaginative possibilities, both aesthetic and social.
Comprised of loosely linked scenes occurring among diverse passengers aboard the Mississippi riverboat, Fidèle, on the first of April, the text has less in common with the form of the novel than with other aesthetic modes. For one thing, it almost demands to be read like a poem, united more by its patterns of language and repetitions of imagery than by the development of character or plot. 2 For another, I will argue, it derives much of its structure, thematics, and self-understanding from the theater. Peppered with theatrical metaphors, references to plays and "life en costume," and subtitled "his masquerade," there is an essential theatricality to The Confidence-Man that is evident even in the recurring exchange around which the text is built. Particularly in the early chapters, these exchanges begin with an accusation of distrust, voiced by one character who places on another the burden of producing confidence. Confidence is the text's metonym for everything from religious faith to fiscal investment to charity and sympathy, and the demand for it is, in many ways, a demand for a spectator whose emotional investment is as crucial as any financial one. In one exchange (concerning the sale of several vials of "Omni-Balsamic Reinvigorator"), an herb-doctor notes that it is the "genuine me" that he sells as much as the "genuine medicine" (CM 82). Met with skepticism, he insists that "distrust is a stage to confidence," and in the double meaning of "stage" he makes it clear that the confidence game is an enterprise equally economic, emotional, and aesthetic. One must pass through distrust on one's way to placing confidence, but more literally, distrust provides both the space and the occasion for the performance of confidence, the surface on which confidence enacts its play of genuine authenticity.
If "distrust is a stage to confidence," the relationship between distrust and confidence is a theatrical one, mutually dependent and mutually constitutive. What such theatricality highlights, in part, is that distrustful spectators (and readers) are the agents of the text, more than any mythical, masquerading confidence man is. Theatricality is best defined as an aesthetic mode or medium that exceeds particular form (painting, fiction, drama), emphasizing the presence of an audience that is both generative and transformative. In this way, it holds open a distance that frustrates identification and absorption, estranging audience and performance while also revealing them as mutually dependent. Theatricality undermines faith in things like consistency and authenticity, but it demands a tolerance for strangeness that may promise a far more mutual, more equitable basis for relations than confidence does. In my own claim for the exceptionalism of The Confidence-Man, I argue that the text both practices and theorizes theatricality in radical ways, expanding the aesthetic possibilities of prose fiction while also imagining through them new forms of plurality and collectivity in social life. Rather than cynicism, I read in the text's feints and frustrations, the games of distrust and confidence that it turns back on its readers, both a powerful critique of the forms of consensus that confidence makes possible (from identity to capitalism to the state) and an alternative basis for social relations to be found in strangeness.
